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A concept for an open hospital information system integrating heterogeneous components is proposed. The approach is object-oriented, but is not built directly upon object-oriented database management systems. Basic ideas are a software bus, workflow management with extended transaction concepts, and integrated knowledge-based modules. From the application perspective, conventional and problem-oriented views, support of complex medical and organizational processes including scheduling, and integrated clinical guidelines are important features.

1. Objectives

The design and realization of open systems is of central importance for HIS technology of the 90s. Homogeneous environments have their advantages [1]. In many cases, however, purchased HIS components meet application needs at reasonable costs, and their use results in the introduction of heterogeneity [2]. Therefore, a major challenge is to integrate or at least to interface existing and future applications. A typical solution for an integrated open system today would use a central patient database with a common database interface for the integration of various peripheral systems [2]. The message standard would be HL7 and terms would be controlled by a medical entities dictionary [2]. To date, for the full breadth of a complete integrated academic information management system, no true integration exists [2].

The intention of this paper is to describe a research project funded by the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg in Germany. The project is aimed at the systematic analysis of information systems needs for an integrated open system of the future that is capable of truly integrating heterogeneous components and leaving a maximum of autonomy to the cooperating systems. Current developments in computer science methods are being evaluated under the aspect of usefulness in a clinical environment.

From the computer science perspective, central concepts are a software bus [3, 4] with conventional and "intelligent" agents [5] and an information resource dictionary system [6] in an object-oriented approach [7], extended transaction models [8], and workflow management [9]. From the application perspective, concepts include the computerized medical record [10, 11], medical process automation [12], the combination of conventional and problem-oriented views [13], and the integration of clinical guidelines [14].

The project is set up to result in prototype realizations in 1994. This paper gives an overview of concepts developed and problems identified.

2. Methods

The basic component of the project is a software bus (Fig. 1) defining the integration infrastructure for distributed, heterogeneous systems. It offers services to the application programs, which are intended to
keep local implementation needs minimal; applications are "plugged in" to the bus. At the center of the infrastructure are application-independent services like trading services abstracting from distribution and heterogeneity, object services for the storage, manipulation, and exchange of complex structured objects, and security services.

**Figure 1:** The software bus described in a simple model similar to the proposal of Leguit [15]. Without software bus, three direct integration/interfacing methods are possible:
1. Interfacing via (parallel) remote logins to different applications: one user at one workstation is confronted with different application environments.
2. Direct connections between applications: development costs are high and bilateral conventions are needed.
3. Distributed DBMS: close to an ideal solution, but applicable only in fairly homogeneous environments.
   The software bus has been introduced to integrate heterogeneous systems via level integration.

Application-dependent services are offered by conventional and "intelligent" agents. Typical application services are order processing, scheduling, transmission of medical results, ADT, billing, access to remote data and knowledge servers. The interfaces of application services are kept in an interface repository [cmp. 6]. The same service may be offered by various agents on different hosts with different implementations; e.g. each department might run its own scheduling agent. A service manager acts as a trader and request broker, hiding distribution and heterogeneity details from clients. Service managers also introduce fault-tolerance into the systems by maintaining backup-services and masking server errors from clients. Our cooperation model could be called client-service, as the server topology involved in a given service is invisible for clients. The approach can be described as object-oriented with concepts like encap-
sulation, abstraction and polymorphism [7]. Application programmers will be supplied with implementations of typical services. Interfaces to the software bus will be realized for purchased applications; it is expected that these systems will typically come with HL7 interfaces.

Workflow management methods are used to model and guide medical processes. Processes consist of a number of steps, where each step can be a service or a process itself, i.e. processes may be nested. Typically, multiple parties are involved in performing a process. The steps of a process are executed sequentially or in parallel, according to predefined protocols. The data and control flow is controlled by a process manager.

To guarantee consistency of these complex processes, extended transaction concepts are needed [16]. As it may be necessary to see intermediate results and to make the semantics of single steps transparent, the isolation and atomicity of conventional transaction protocols (including 2-phase commit) are sometimes too restrictive. In such cases, compensation mechanisms are used for problem, error and exception situations; e.g. whenever a step fails within a particular process, preceding steps of the process can be compensated by calling compensation methods. The actual compensation method chosen may depend on the nesting level.

Services will be implemented on top of a common object model, which introduces generic object-oriented concepts for dealing with complex structured medical objects. Service implementers work with predefined medical object classes and methods rather than directly on the SQL level. The object methods themselves can be implemented by SQL or some other data manipulation language.

The data model described in terms of the entity-relationship methodology is basically divided into three portions: patient-specific medical information, patient-independent medical knowledge, and administrative and billing information.

It is not intended within the project to develop an own medical data dictionary or to work on medical terminology. Instead, we hope and expect that the results of integrated efforts in the US and in Europe will become available for the medical and medical informatics community in the near future.

From the technical viewpoint, OSF/DCE [7], C++ and (distributed) relational DBMS are basic components. A prototype has been realized to explore the technical concepts. Example processes have been implemented as distributed DCE applications utilizing DCE Remote Procedure Calls. The process status is managed under the RDBMS INGRES. Service requests are handled by a Service Manager using the DCE cell directory service. While services like remote data retrieval may be executed immediately following an RPC, other services may require a high amount of local user interaction. Therefore, as local instances of the Service Manager, Task Managers for local and persistent request handling have been introduced. A Compensation Manager has been built, which also uses INGRES. Authorization and authentication are based on the DCE security service. The knowledge-based component is being realized on top of the classification-based knowledge representation system LOOM [17].

3. Applications

In a series of meetings with experienced physicians of different disciplines, and after a survey of physicians in our university hospital, the following application fields have been identified as important:

- Several tasks performed by medical personnel are of both medical and organizational nature; this is especially the case for scheduling and order entry. Phone calls to schedule examinations and therapies are considered highly time-consuming by medical personnel. The system will support order entry and automatic scheduling, taking into consideration patient-specific information and general medical knowledge. Here, the option is included to schedule activities that are medically necessary before a major intervention is carried out. Thus, an overview of the current status of the process initiated by a medical order is always available. The underlying workflow plans represent an important form of medical knowledge. Methods of workflow management resp. process automation will be used.
Integration of knowledge in the form of clinical guidelines for diagnostic, therapeutic and nursing activities. Here, systematization of medical processes under the aspects of quality and economy is an important objective.

Combination of conventional with problem-oriented views of the data.

Complete integration of organizational, administrative and clinical perspectives and tasks.

4. Discussion

The aims of the project described cover a comparatively broad range, and it has not been intended to implement a fully functional HIS within this project. The basic idea, instead, was to analyse current hospital information problems and to relate them to recent computer science research. Results so far, are mainly on the level of system analyses and concepts. In addition, a first prototype has been realized, and further prototypes will appear in 1994. Our research addresses major challenges in open distributed clinical computing: development of reliable and flexible distributed applications, handling of heterogeneity and different versions of services within a multi-server/multi-client environment, use of automated medical processes with extended transaction concepts, and integration of distributed medical logic modules.

Several basic ideas could be identified, which are promising and will be incorporated into prototypical implementations: the software bus into which applications can "plug in", workflow management with extended transaction concepts, and integrated knowledge-based modules. The idea to use a software bus has been taken from current trends in computer science and from the HELIOS project [3, 4]. An object-oriented approach to distributed systems with encapsulation and abstraction seems useful in a clinical environment. We did, however, decide to base our system not directly upon an object-oriented database management system for several reasons (e.g. lack of performance and lack of a sound underlying theory). Instead, we will provide similar capabilities on top of relational DBMS.

From the idea of process automation, a significant effect upon clinical routine work can be expected. A comparable approach has been presented recently [12], but there is still significant research work to be done, especially in the field of appropriate transaction concepts. The integration of knowledge-based modules is a common research topic at present, but it has not yet been sufficiently understood in the context of distributed cooperative environments.

From the application view, the importance and benefits of computer-based medical records [10] and of clinical guidelines [14] are widely accepted. The described open distributed approach will support the integration of data and information from heterogeneous sources. In addition, it supports networked knowledge servers. Thus, the system could be used as a tool to establish guidelines and systematic ways to economic and efficient diagnostics and therapies; an objective we consider extremely important. The "intelligent" support of scheduling is expected to result in considerable time savings; the workflow management component helps to implement even complex sequences of medical processes. Typically, the organizational and medical activities in these sequences are based on implicit knowledge which will be explicitly represented in our approach.
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